FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ScImage Offers Free Cloud Backup with New PACS
Installations
All new PicomEnterprise customers will benefit from free offsite disaster recovery service.
Chicago, IL – March 21, 2012 - ScImage, Inc. (ACC booth 7063), a pioneer in enterprise imaging and
health informatics, announced today an industry first solution where all new ScImage PACS
installations will now include off-site disaster recovery services free of charge.
Healthcare facilities of all specialties and sizes will derive an immediate benefit deploying this valuable
new service. Any protected health information (PHI) that resides in a typical PACS network is always
replicated to another system or location to maintain access, integrity and availability. Disaster recovery
options are both diverse and costly.
Now, ScImage customers will benefit from automated, offsite replication of their valuable PACS data.
All data managed within a ScImage PicomEnterprise PACS will be replicated for disaster recovery,
including imaging, reports, waveforms or other multi-media objects.
ScImage stated that the disaster recovery service will be provided at no charge during the system
warranty period and also while the system is covered under an active service contract.
The company’s “PICOM” trademark denotes Patient Information and Communication in Medicine,
which expands on the DICOM concept of Digital Imaging and Communication in Medicine.
www.picomcloud.com, www.picomweb.com and www.picomonline.com provide end-to-end cloud
PACS services.
About ScImage
Founded in 1993, ScImage, Inc. is a privately held company headquartered in Los Altos, California.
ScImage is a global leader in the development of advanced medical imaging and workflow solutions
for radiology, cardiology, orthopedics, obstetrics and electronic medical record content management.
As a true enterprise imaging company, ScImage's mission is to provide a shared infrastructure
solution for all imaging intensive departments throughout the healthcare enterprise. At the center of
ScImage's technology is PICOM, a web service technology that works independent of data types,
modalities and departments to seamlessly deliver multi-modality image and information
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management, multi-PACS archiving, Cloud PACS services, offsite disaster recovery and telemedicine
functionality. For more information about ScImage and the PICOM family of products, visit their
website at www.scimage.com or call 1-866-SCIMAGE.
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